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FOREWORD BY

ROB CARDWELL
While my opinion is surely biased, I do feel like the EWBNZ board is a
very privileged board, to have such a dedicated CEO, backed up a such
dedicated management team and team of volunteers. We are very
proud of the work that Dane and the team have been doing. Some
highlights for 2019 include our work with the Vanuatu Department of
Water Resources. An indicator of the team’s great work is the partnership
expanding from 3 placements to 6 coming in 2020. Likewise for the work
in Kiribati. It is great to see progress being made with India completing
the scoping trip, and Jules now there for 6 months to help set up the trial
solar water distillation units.
It is now over one year since EWBNZ has had a full-time chief executive.
It has been exciting to watch the development of the breadth and depth
with which EWBNZ can engage with stakeholders that having this capacity
has enabled. I am looking forward to seeing what opportunities develop
over the coming year, particularly in terms of how EWBNZ can engage
with others to lay more of a pathway towards achieving EWBNZ’s vision,
where everyone has access to the engineering capability and leadership
required to live a life of opportunity and be free from poverty in all its
forms.
On behalf of the board I would like to extend a thank you to our partners;
MFAT, VSA, EWB Australia, Department of Water Resources Vanuatu,
Ministry of Infrastructure and Sustainable Energy Kiribati, Schneider,
Beca, MAS, and conference and Walk for Water sponsors.
I would also like to thank my fellow board members; first our board
members returning for 2020; Deb Godinet and Robert White. Our 2019
AGM officially welcomed Scott Elwarth of City Rail Link who has been
working with the board from early 2019, and Howard Markland from
MFAT. Thank you also to Chris Newland of Oxfam who has been working
and advising the board since early 2019. Thank you to our retiring
board members; Mary Curnow of VSA for her service to the board; and
likewise to Jenny Chu who is also a founding member of EWBNZ and
has been a board member since 2013, and is now working for the Asian
Development Bank based in Manila.
Finally, thank you to all of our amazing staff and volunteers for all of
their hard work and achievements!
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FOREWORD BY

DANE HART
Tēnā koutou katoa,
Firstly, I would like to thank all of our members,
donors, volunteers and staff for their support this
year. With an objective as huge as making sure
everyone has equitable access to engineering
capability and leadership, we know that we need
to make sure we get the whole industry in behind
us to be successful. Your support is one of the
many small steps we need to make towards
leading this change.
2019 has been a year of rapid movement for us,
as we have assessed and re-assessed our moves
to make sure we can leverage the most change
possible whilst having the financial stability to
continue to do so into the future.
We have chosen to focus on a fewer number of
programmes in order to make sure we are doing
them well, and have also chosen to focus on making
sure we are delivering humanitarian engineering

skills as broadly as possible, and equipping young
leaders with the skills to influence their peers to
rethink the purpose of engineering.
The focus on being the champions of the concept
of Humanitarian Engineering is for two reasons;
it is what makes us unique as an organisation,
and we know that if we can impart those skills to
as many engineers as possible we will be able to
collectively achieve our long term goals.
We are also trialing the concept of using
a social enterprise to help us achieve our
goals. Establishing a charity with a purpose to
communicate concepts to the engineering sector
is one thing, establishing a consultancy to then
live those concepts is another. We have a lot
of market research to do, but I look forward to
updating you on how this goes.

Each of these changes are backed by an amazing team of staff and volunteers who have poured their
spare time and energy into helping their teams achieve their goals. The skills and commitment of these
people were evident in the 2019 awards given. A massive congratulations from us to:
•

India Eiloart - Beca Young Water Professional of the Year

•

The EWB-in-schools team - Finalists, Engineering New Zealand Engineering Education Award

•

Caroline Hope - Finalist, Engineering New Zealand Young Engineer of the Year

•

Terry Miller - Winner New Zealand Young Engineer of the Year

It is always so great to see our people being recognised for the inspirational leaders that they are.

India Eiloart
photo: (Water NZ)

Terry Miller
(photo: Engineering New Zealand)
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OUR PEOPLE IN
ACTION
Chris Hartnett
Chris is working with a team from the Department of Water Resources (DoWR) in Vanuatu, with the goal of
building the capacity of his team members to deliver the Drinking Water Safety and Security Plan (DWSSP)
program as part of meeting SDG6 by 2030.
Chris’ adventures have included helping to coordinate the WASH emergency response for the Ambae volcano
eruptio and installing solar water pumping systems. He has also been learning the local pidjin language of
Bislama, constructing gravity-fed systems, monitoring contractors and building rainwater harvesting shelters.
“My time in Vanuatu has cemented my feeling that
following a career in water was a good idea as water is
more than a career, or as we say here “Wota hemi laef”
(Water is life), says Chris. “This is true in any language,
but access to water is clearly becoming more difficult
as conflict and climate disrupt communities across
the world. These factors will continue to present great
barriers to dignified and healthy lives for millions, but I
am grateful for the opportunity to lend a hand where I
can to deliver solutions.”
(photo: Chris Hartnett/EWBNZ)

Jules Scott-Hansen

Jules is working with the Water and Sanitation Engineering Unit at
the Ministry of Infrastructure and Sustainable Energy in Kiribati to
run a pilot study to test the viability of solar distillation technology.
These stills have the possibility of providing clean drinking water to
households and communities where water resources are limited and/
or polluted.
“Our access to fresh clean water [in New Zealand] is pretty special
and something we need to safeguard because our lives depend on
it,” says Jules. “That becomes pretty apparent when you spend time in
a developing country, and the slogan ‘water is life’ suddenly takes on
new meaning.”
“When the opportunity arose to go to Kiribati, I jumped at the chance.
I’d always wanted to work in a developing country and, when this
came up, I thought it’s now or never. It was a bit scary at the time and
seemed like a big deal, but it showed me that it is worth the risk to
(photo: Jules Scott-Hansen/EWBNZ)
take six months out of ‘normal’ life to do something that you’ve always
dreamed of. In that time I probably learned as much as I would have living in the comfort of New Zealand”
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Michelle Knappstein
When drought hits the Pacific, it is the less resilient communities that feel the effects first. After six months
without rain, and with an in-operational desalination plant, the communities on the island of Aniwa in Southern
Vanuatu were fast running out of water.
A team from the Vanuatu Department of Water Resources (DoWR) was sent in to deliver drinking water supplies
and get the desalination plant up and running again.
One of the members of this team is Michelle Knappstein, a volunteer with the joint EWBNZ and VSA programme,
whose role is to develop the technical capacity of her teammates. By providing advice as she works alongside
them, Michelle can teach skills that will be practical, and can provide a lasting impact for her colleagues. “One of
the most rewarding experiences has been watching my counterparts grow and take responsibility for their work
and decisions”, says Michelle. EWBNZ believe this focus on building the capacity of local engineers is the most
sustainable way to achieve impact.

(photo: Michelle Knappstein/EWBNZ)

Samuel Kelsey
Sam is working with the Department of Water
Resources Groundwater Unit in Vanuatu to help
the team develop their ability to map and drill for
groundwater. Even with Vanuatu’s high rainfall
and favourable geology, finding aquifers that are
also free from contamination can be challenging.
Many boreholes in coastal areas have become
too saline for human consumption and there are
challenges with drilling new boreholes that may
suffer the same fate if not carefully planned.
Sam’s team are putting together methodologies
for selecting target drilling sites as well as working
on borehole pump testing and groundwater
quality testing procedures. Proper data collection
and management is also an area they are working
on to assist in making informed decisions about
(photo: Samuel Kelsey/EWBNZ)
where to drill in the future. The work of Sam’s
team is extremely important as groundwater is an excellent way of developing a more resilient water supply.
“Less than half of Vanuatu’s population have access to safe drinking water and I believe that groundwater has a
large role to play in changing this figure for the better,” says Sam. “With Vanuatu’s reef and volcanic geology, the
water is already there, and developing better ways to access this resource is essential.”
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PROGRESS REPORT
In 2018, the EWBNZ Board, Management Team, and a selection of stakeholders met to develop a three-year
strategy. The question asked was, “what are the 3 or 4 key things that the organisation must get right in the next
2-3 years”.
Four objectives were agreed upon:
1. Position ourselves as thought leaders in the field of humanitarian engineering
2. Build an education and training pathway to develop a diverse cohort of future humanitarian engineering
leaders
3. All of our engagements are informed by a deep understanding of the needs of our partner communities
4. Ensure the long-term sustainability and viability of EWBNZ as an organisation
Each year over the period of this strategy, the Management Team have developed an Annual Plan, to provide
some direction on how we are going to action it.
As we take care to make sure we learn as much as possible as we go, the focus on the items in the Annual Plan
changes to match our new understanding of our opportunities and risks.

Strategy 1: Position ourselves as thought leaders in the field of
humanitarian engineering
Gain recognition as
the thought leaders in
humanitarian engineering

We have chosen to achieve this by making sure that all of our
programmes capitalise on any opportunity to teach humanitarian
engineering skills. We have since seen an uptick in engagement with
Auckland and Canterbury Universities and have been well received by
the two companies that we have presented Humanitarian Engineering
concepts to.

Conspicuously and
deliberately incorporate an
emphasis on humanitarian
engineering into our
programmes

We have attempted to do this by developing a humanitarian engineering
education programme (Pathways) that we can then involve all the
volunteers running our programmes in. Unfortunately, our attempts to
fund this through grants have largely failed, and we are going to get this
going using other options.

Position ourselves as
trusted adviser with MFAT
and communicate relevant
information from the
engineering private sector

We have chosen not to focus on communicating information from the
engineering private sector, instead choosing to prioritise building trust
through demonstrating competence, and have done this by putting our
best people onto the Kiribati Project

Position ourselves as experts
in the use of emerging
technology in community
development

We elected not to do this, instead choosing to focus our resources on
other strategies.
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Strategy 2: Build an education and training pathway to develop a diverse
cohort of future humanitarian engineering leaders
Define the pathways and
EWB’s role in the pathway

We did this by hosting a workshop in late 2018, where we mapped out
the skills we felt a future Humanitarian Engineering Leader needed in
order to influence the industry. These skills were then documented in
the EWBNZ Training Framework. This resulted in a total of 34 workshops
or other training interventions planned across a range of topics including
leadership, project management and humanitarian engineering. As of
the end of 2019, 20 of these have been developed and delivered in some
form, with learning outcomes from each measured and recorded.

Develop and run programmes
to support the Pathway

Each of EWBNZ’s programmes support learning outcomes for individuals
at different stages on the Humanitarian Engineering Leaders pathway.
In 2019, methods to ensure that each programme is centered around
learning were explored, however the primary method for teaching
the humanitarian engineering content remains via the Pathways
programme.

Develop customised
humanitarian engineering
workshops with key
stakeholders

In 2019 the EWB team carefully mapped all of the skills thought to be
required of a competent humanitarian engineer and developed a
plan to deliver this. We then applied for funding from three different
organisations to enable the resourcing required to develop and deliver
a six day course which included a community outreach. This funding was
not forthcoming, so other options are being engaged to deliver this in a
financially sustainable manner.

Strategy 3: All our engagements are informed by a deep understanding
of the needs of our partner communities.
Develop process, framework
and scope for initial
engineering situation analysis
and process for regular review
and update

We elected to instead spend our resources on gaining the knowledge,
choosing to develop the process and framework later.

Develop in depth situation
analysis for Vanuatu

By partnering with EWB Australia, we were able to gain access to the
knowledge of a staff member located in Port Vila. This was intended to
enable us to gain a strong understanding of the needs and aspirations
of local organisations that employ engineers, however, more time or a
different approach is required for this to come to fruition.

Develop high level situation
analysis for the Solomon
Islands, Kiribati, Tonga, Fiji,
Papua New Guinea, Samoa,
Cook Islands and Tuvalu.

In 2019 we have worked hard to partner with the South Pacific Engineers
Association, who were able to offer us some insight into the regional
engineering situation. We have also found MFAT staff to be a significant
ally in our search for information.

Develop in depth situation
analysis for New Zealand

Through our research into the viability of an EWB Consulting model, we
gained a better understanding of the New Zealand situation, however, it
is acknowledged that there is still a lot to learn.
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Strategy 4: Ensure the long-term sustainability and viability of EWBNZ
as an organisation
Develop a sustainable funding
stream

We have chosen to dedicate a significant amount of our resources to
exploring this, as an initial projection of our 3-year budget showed that
we needed to find significant new income stream in order to achieve our
long-term goals.
Options have been explored to ensure all of our programmes are
financially sustainable, as well as other options to invest in our own
capabilities to create a social enterprise. The team are currently
exploring the feasibility of an ‘EWB Consulting’ social enterprise as well
as the development of a training centre.

Develop a high quality and
sustainable leadership and
management skills pipeline
for our volunteers and staff
that meets the needs of our
programmes

This objective largely overlapped with those in Strategy Two, however, it
meant that our learning pathway was also examined to include delivery
of the skills required to operate our organisation. These skills have been
mapped, and taught to all incoming volunteers in the 2019 end of year
induction.

Develop impactful and
innovative communications
and marketing to establish a
strong brand that enhances
our reputation as the face of
humanitarian engineering

We have enhanced the capability of our marketing and comms team by
focusing on continuous improvement. We invested in time to teach key
people within the team the skills required to identify target audiences,
curate content to reach them, and develop the means to measure the
impact. We also managed to complete our website upgrade.
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OUR GOALS
In order to monitor whether our programmes are contributing to our objectives, a set of goals are carefully
written, along with monthly targets to monitor progress against them.

Conference
OUR GOALS

OUR RESULT

150 paid participants (70 students and 80
professionals) achieved in sales by one week prior

We had 71 professionals and 65 students attend
the conference to learn more about the power of
Humanitarian Engineering

A minimum of 10 speakers from a diverse
background who will demonstrate humanitarian
engineering in a manner that is easily understood,
thought provoking and inspiring, locked in by the
end of March.

Diversity is important to us, so we are really
happy to say that we aced this with a mixture of
iwi, government, private sector and educational
backgrounds from a range of genders and
ethnicities.

Attendance from influencers from 10 engineering
companies, 8 NGOs and 5 community leaders,
locked in by week before conference day.

We want to spread our influence broadly, and
achieved this with representation from 12
engineering and architecture companies, eight
NGOs, and community and government leaders.

Member Events
OUR GOALS
By the end of 2019 four speaker events will be
held in each region to promote the principles of
humanitarian engineering to Members

OUR RESULT
We had great success in Auckland with three
events, plus one in conjunction with Medicines Sans
Frontiers.
However, in Canterbury and the Wellington/
Manawatu regions we only managed two events
each.
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Pathways to Development
OUR GOALS
By the end of 2019 EWBNZ has developed and
delivered the training (or identified other means
of access) for each of the skills required for all
members to become a future humanitarian
engineering leader.

The Pathways workshops are in demand with
at least 20 per cent of members in each region
engaging with the even

OUR RESULT
By the end of 2019 we have:
•

Developed and delivered project management
training for all of our volunteers

•

Developed leadership training for all of our
team leads and chapter presidents (delivered
2020)

•

Developed 50 per cent of the Humanitarian
Engineering content to be delivered as part of
our complete Pathways to Development series.

Our first Pathways workshop was run in
Canterbury. 37 people began their journey to being
a Humanitarian Engineer, and 89% of the members
in the region attended.

Remote Technical Support
OUR GOALS
Find Technical Support Hub volunteers able to
provide appropriate, contextualised advice to our
Technical Placements Volunteers.

OUR RESULT
We carefully selected a small number of
experienced senior advisors to provide advice to
our Vanuatu and Kiribati volunteers. By taking the
time to hand-pick people with relevant experience,
we have built small teams within our projects that
collectively support and provide advice to our
teams of volunteers in the field.

Schools
OUR GOALS
Increased focus on higher needs schools (Work
exclusively with lower decile schools)
Expand schools outreach to the Pacific schools in
the pacific -

By the end of 2019 we will have revised and
expanded our programme to ensure there is
a clearer link with human centred design and
humanitarian engineering values and concepts.

OUR RESULT
Whilst we shifted our attention towards those
who need our support most, we recognised that
building the necessary relationships takes time,
and therefore did not move our work exclusively to
lower decile schools.
Our volunteer training programme was expanded
in 2019, to improve the volunteer’s understanding
of EWB’s values and saw the launch of a specific
Child Protection training. The content (visual and
speaking notes) of our modules was reviewed and
revised to reflect the relevant values and concepts.
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By the end of 2019 we will have stronger links with
organisations working in the STEM outreach space
with aligned values, to enable wider and more
effective delivery of our programme in the region.

EWB provided input for the Engineering NZ
Community Challenge; our feedback was taken on
board. The process strengthened our relationship
and connections with Engineering NZ - a platform
from which we can leverage for 2020.

Determine best options to becoming financially
sustainable.

Whilst we tried to find options that would work,
unfortunately attempts at securing funding were
unsuccessful.

Technical Placements
OUR GOALS

OUR RESULT

Six placements on the ground during 2019. E.g.
three with DoWR Vanuatu, one with Live and Learn
Vanuatu, one with Live and Learn Tonga and one
with MISE Kiribati

We achieved three new volunteers in the field: a
water supply advisor in Vanuatu, a hydrogeologist
in Vanuatu, and a water supply advisor in Kiribati.
We also received a new contract at the end of 2019
to deploy six new volunteers from 2020-2022 in
Vanuatu, to cover every province. This will more
than double our programme in the coming year.
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PARTNERSHIPS
Schneider Electric Foundation
The Schneider Electric Foundation uses social innovation and
community engagement to invest in education, reduce the energy
gap and increase sustainability awareness.
The support of the Schneider Electric Foundation enabled EWBNZ
to go professional in late 2018, and therefore have the ability to
spend 2019 rapidly growing our capabilities. This has meant that
we are now able to feasibly achieve much more impact with the
organisations and communities that we support, as reflected in the
growth of our Technical Placements programme.

MAS
MAS is a membership-based financial services organisation for New Zealand
professionals including engineers and are a major EWB sponsor.
The awesome team at MAS support us to run events that work with engineering
professionals to connect with their communities. This support includes advice on
marketing and event planning, and in 2019 even extended to enabling 50 students to
attend our conference free of charge!

BECA
The Team at Beca go to work to make the everyday, and every
day, better in some way – for their clients, colleagues and
communities and that includes working with us! Beca have been
strong EWBNZ supporter for a long time, reflected in the large
proportion of Beca staff who make up our active volunteers. Beca
have been our platinum conference sponsor for a number of years
and provide our Technical Support Hub with access to pro-bono
engineering hours

a

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT)
MFAT has funded and supported the Kiribati Solar Stills project and our
work with the Department of Water Resources in Vanuatu.
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We also wish to thank:
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FINANCIALS
For our financial report please visit www.ewb.org.nz/annual_returns
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